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SOME NONEXISTENCE THEOREMS OF 
FINTTE TYPE CLOSED CURVES ON THE 

PSEUDO-HYPERBOLIC SPACE IT4(-c2)

Kyoung-Hwa Shin and Yong-Soo Pyo

Abstract We obtain some theorems on nonexistence of certain 
finite type closed curves on the pseudo-hyperbolic space /f4(—c2) 

in the Minkowski spacetime Ef.

1. Introduction

First, we will survey briefly the fundamental concepts and 

in the pseudo-Riemannian geometry. We refer mainly to O5Neill([9]) 

and Chen([3],[4]). For the general concepts m the Riemannian geome

try, refer to the book of Kobayashi and Nomizu([8]).

Let M be a C°°-class differentiable manifold of dimension n and g 

a C°°-class differentiable symmetric nondegenerate tensor field of type 

(0,2) on M. The pseudo-Riemannian metric gp at every point p of M 

defines the scalar product on the tangent space Tp(M) of M at p. The 

index of gp is not necessarily constant in general. If the i교dex of gp 

is constant i(0 < t < 72) on then we call g a pseudo-Riemannian 

metric of signature (t, n — t). And a C°°-class differentiable manifold 

(Af, g) furnished with a pseudo-Riemannian metric g is called a pseudo- 

Riemannian manifold. A pseudo-Riemannian manifold of signature 

(0,n) means a Riemannian manifold. Let v be a tangent vector to a 

pseudo-Riemannian manifold M with a pseudo-Riemannian metric g. 

Then v is said to be

spacelike if v) > 0 or v = 0, 

lightlike if g(幻 v) = 0 and 心 구4 0, 

timelike if g(", v) < 0
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The simplest example of pseudo-Riemannian manifold is a pseudo- 

Euclidean space.defined as follows;

Let (x1 ,x2, • • - , xm) be a point in the set R"1 of all ordered m-tuples 

of real numbers. For each t(0 < t < m), we define a scalar product go 

on 7；(7严)at the point p of by

t 771

如(아,%) =-»"+ £ pF、

i=l i=t+l

where vp = vzd/dxl and wp = w^d/dx1, E旨 denotes a 

RT with a canonical pseudo-Riemannian metric go. In this case, g° 

is called a pseudo-Euclidean metric of signature (t, m — t) and E^1 is 

called a pseudo-Euclidean space of signature (t,m — t). In particular, 

E^1 is called a Minkowski spacetime.

Now, let x : M —> E^1 be an isometric immersion of a pseudo- 

Riemannian manifold M of dimension n into an m-dimensional pseudo- 

Euclidean space of signature (t, m — i). If x has the spectral de

composition as follows:

k

X = Xq + »如 : 险、= 為% Xi 尹 o,)、녀= 丰 j),

1=1

then M is called to be of k-type submanifold and x k-type immersion^ 

where △ is the Laplace operator on M. If one of i = 1,2, •■- , k is 

zero, then submanifold M or immersion x is said to be of null k-type.

The following theorem presents a necessary condition for M to be 

of fc-type submanifold.

Theorem A[2,3]). Let M be a pseudo-Riemannian submanifold of 

E" and H the mean curvature vector Geld of M. If M is of k-type, 

then there is a polynomial P(X) of degree k such that F(A)ff = 0.

If M is compact, the converse is also satisfied. That is,
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Theorem B[위 , Let M be a compact pseudo-Riemannian subman

ifold isometrically immersed in a pseudo-Euclidean space ER If there 

exists a nontrivial polynomial P(X) such that 尸(△)H = 0, then. M is 

of Unite type.

Remark. Finite type curves in a Euclidean space were investigated 

in [1,2,5,6] etc.

From now on, we will <, > instead of a pseudo-Euclidean metric go. 
And we denote by 月「笋(一(A) = {p e E*才'| < pyp >= —c2). In this 

case, it is called the pseudo-hyperbohc space of radius c > 0 and center 

o in E；꺼」. For a vector "o = (血, 仞, • … , ,am) in E宾

攻)=(一国，—如广…,―《％ 血+1,但+2广…

is called the conjugate vector of a().

In [7] and [10], the authors proved the following

Theorem C. Only l~type closed curve t(s) on H笋(一c?) is an in

tersection of H芸(_(?) and a 2-plane P lying in Hao, where P is deter

mined by two spacelike vectors and IIao denotes a hyperplane through 

ao which is orthogonal to the conjugate vector 互o in the sense of Eu

clidean scalar product.

Ishikawa([7]) also proved some nonexistence theorems concerning 

finite type closed curves on a pseudo-hyperbolic space Jf2(—c2). For 

instance,

Theorem D. There exists neither 2-type closed curves nor 3~type 

closed curves on 7?2(—c2).

The purpose of this article is to prove some nonexistence theorems 

for a higher fc-type (k > 3) closed curves on Zf4(—c2).
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2. Preliminaries

Every closed curve 7 : [0,2irr] 一스 Ef of 나le length 2?rr in E까 may 

be regarded as an isometric immersion of a circle of radius r into E^1. 

We use the arc length s as a parameter of 7. Then the Laplacian △ on 

the circle is given by △ = —(fi/ds2 and the eigenvalues are ((Z/r)2；I = 

The corresponding eigenspace Vi is constructed by using 

cos(ls/r) and sin(ls/r). Hence, every closed curve 7 : [0,2?rr] —> E笋 

has the spectral decomposition

00
7(s) = «o + £{az cos(Zs/r) + bi sin(Zs/r)}, 

1=1

where 血,加，are some vectors in E? (see [2],同).In particular, if 7 

is a fc-type closed curve of the length 2tt on Hp(—c2), then 7 can be 

expressed as

(2.1) 7(3)=a0 + E"" cos(pzs) + bt sin(ptS)},

3그 1

where a* or bz is a nonzero vector in for each z = 1,2, ••- , A:, are 

the positive integers with Pi < P2 < ■ * • < Pfc and s is the arc length 

parameter of 7. Because of 了(s) being on H質(一(必)and a()the center 

of mass of 7, a()is a timelike vector in (see [7]). Furthermore, 

from < 7(s), 7(5) >= —c2, we have the following

k
(2.2) 2 <(iQy aQ > 4-2c2 +Z)让—0,

t=i

(2.3) 〉: +〉: 4社 + 2〉: Azj + 2〉: D相=0,

Pz—l 2pt,=l Pt+pj-i Pi-pj-i-
i>3 l>3

(2-4) Mt +瓦z + 2Al3 — 2Dl3 = 0

Pt—I 2pi=l Pt+pj=z pt-p3=i 
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for each I € (p2, 2p2, pt 4-p7, Pz~P3 ； 1 M 顶 V k}, where

A/么-—4 V a，。： a、>、 = 4 V a。,b*〉，

•4,j =< Q七 j Qj〉 V b%: bj〉，= V cl% , bj > + V b%, g>j〉,

1j =<〔 £扁,Qj〉+ V 如,S〉, D히J =< 〉— V bgjQg > .

From now on, we call the 호eal numbers Mz and Mz (resp. Azi and 

At? Ai3 and AZ3j or DZ3 and Dz}) to be corresponding to the integer 

Pt(resp. 2pi, pz +pj, or pt — p^). Since s is the arc length parameter 

of 7(s), we have

k
(2.5) 2 = £屋£»

t=l

(2.6) £、#Az + 2 £ PzPjA^ - 2 £： PzPjDtj = 0,

2p^=i 尸3巧=' Pi~Pj=x
i>j »>j

(2.7) 〉：0弘辺 + 2 £ plp)Al：) + 2 PtPjbtJ = 0.

2pt=l pT+pj=i Pi~pj=i
*>j

Moreover, if < 了⑺(s), ")”)($) > is constant (r = 1,2, • • •), then we 

have

(2.8) £君& + 2 E +(-l)r2 E 3的)也方=0,

2p,=£ pt+pj—J pt-Pj=^
»>j

(2-9) 瓦+ 2 £ 3的)應J 一(一1)「2 £ MrDtj = 0.

2pt=l 卩?十卩了=£ plp尸

Next, let 7 be a fc-type closed curve on H笋(—c?) given in (2.1). 

Divide 반le set 있 = {pzi 2ply pz + p3^ Pz~p3 5 l<j<i<k} as the 

union of the subsets as follows:

(2.10) 앴 = U 必2 U • … U 잇N

where all elements in each subset 2ln(n = 1,2, ••- , TV) are equal to each 

other and if n\ 尹 “a then every element m 2lni is not equal to any 

element in 었
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3. Main results

Let 7 be a closed 农type curve on 71^(—c2) in E爵Then 7 is 

k
expressed as 7(5) = a。+ £ {a% cos(pts/r) + bi sin(pts/r)}, whe호e az or 

t=i
bi is a nonzero vector in -皤才'for each i = 1,2, • • •)A: and are the 

positive integers satisfying p고 V 卩2 V • … V p%. Here s is the arc length 

parameter of 7 and the length of 7 is 2?rr. Therefore every fc-type 

closed curve 7(5) of the length 2?r may be described as

(3.1)

k

7(s) = «o + cos(rs) + 如 sin(》zS)}.

t=l

We prove our results for r = 1, because the proof for case r 7^ 1 is same 

as one for case of r = 1.

Lemma 3.1[7]. (1) If < «「)($), 7^(5) > is constant (r = 1,2, 

… ,1) and the number of members in 앴冗 is less than or equal to 1 + 1, 

then Mt and Mx (resp. Atl and Atz, Azj and Azj, or D勺 and. Dt3) of 

corresponding to the integer pz (resp. 2pz, 0항 +Pj, or pz — p3) in 앴仇 

vanish.
(2) In particular, for every k-type closed curve 7(5) on H笋(一c?) in 

E*才'，we have

= 厶사: = 0,

^fc(fc-i)= ^4fc(A：-i)= 0,

A(k~i)(k-i)= = 0-

Now, let 7(5) be a fc-type closed curve on H4(—c2) as (3.1). Then 

we can obtain the following three lemmas.

Lemma 3.2. Ify(s) satisfies the following conditions

(3.2) Mk—Mk — Mfc-i = Mk-i = 0 and Z)fc(fc-i) =

then bk are spacelike vectors and {a。,a，k-i)bk-i,a，k,bk：}

forms a basis of Ef.
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Proof. Since aQ is a timelike vector in Ef and < 〉=V ao,6fc >

= < ao^ak-i >=< aQybk-i >~ 0,。丕一1疽水-[皿 and are spacelike 

vecto호s(see [7]). Furthermore,。*一静坂一如(込 and bk are nonzero vectors 

because V 이財低 >=< bk,bk >, < 이_>아:t >—< 眼一i, 屜一i > and 

7(s) is of fc-type. And, from Lemma 3.1(2) and (3.2), we have

V 아" dk—i >=V 아匚? bk—i >=V by Ofc—1〉=V i〉= 0.

The above equations complete the proof.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that ｛匕圮,％_1,皈_1, @加嵐｝ is a basis of Ef 

satisfying (3.2). If a pair ｛a”b= 1,2,…,fc) satisfies

知 = Aki = 0 and 고4仆一功=二 0仕_：成 = 0,

then = Azl = 0 if and only if Mt = Mz = 0.

pToof. Put o>i — Aq>q + B이c—i + Cbk—i + Ddfc + Eb^ and bz = FdQ + 

Gam+Hbk_i+I이c+Jbe Combining Lemma 3.1(2) and (3.2), we have 

B = H> C = —G, D = J and E = —I. If Azx = Alz = 0, 나len we get 

A == F = 0. Hence Mz = 4 < ao,但 >=0 and Mz = 4 V q(), b%〉= 0.

By the same way, we can also prove the converse.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that ｛qo,臥一“板切 成｝ is a basis of E： 

satisfying (3.2). If a pair ｛如饥｝(2 — 1,2, ••- , fc — 2) is satisfies

厶屁=厶知=i)i = i)i = 0

and

D 血=-Dfcz = -D(k—i)z = -D(k—i)i = S

then at and bz are parallel to a().
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Proof. Put at = AaQ + Bak-i + Cbk_\ + Dak + Ebk and bz = 

Fa° + Gak-i + Hbk-i + la^ + J%. From Lemma 3.1(2), (3.2) and our 

assumptions, we have B = C = D = E = (\G = H = I = J = O. It 

follows that = Aao and = Fa0-

The following is an example of a 2-type closed curve in the pseudo- 

hyperbolic space Jf4(—c2) satisfying (3.2).

Example. The curve in Ef

7(s) = (2, cos s, sin s, : cos 2s, i sin 2s

is a 2-type closed curve on 史(_孕)

In fact, since < 7(5), 7(5) >= 一％ 7(5) is a closed curve on 

丑4(— 븡). And we know < Y(s), /(s)〉= 1. Furthermore, 7(5) 

can be expressed as

构=隽(2, 0, 0, 0, 0)

+
+ {늬'

1, 0, 0, 0) cos s +

0, 0, i 0)cos 2s + 

厶

0} 0, 0, f)sin 2$}.

Hence 7(5) is a 2-type closed curve satisfying the equations of (3.2).

For a higher 人서;ype (k > 3) 이osed curve 7(5) on H4(—c2)； we proved 

the following nonexistence theorems.

Theorem 3.1There exists no 3-type closed curve 7(5) on _H4(—c2) 

satisfying M =应2 = 0 and Z)32 = D32 = 0.
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Proof. We assume the existence of the 3-type closed curve

7(s) = Qo + Qi cos(pis) + bi sin(pis) + 如 cos(》2S)+ &2 sin(?2S)

+ a3 cos(,3s) + b3 sin(p3S)

on H4(-c2) satisfying M2 = M2 = 0 and D32 = D32 = 0. From 

Lemma 3.1, we see M3 = M3 = 0, and A32 = A32 = 0. Therefore 

{ao,(12,^2,0,31^3} is a basis of Ef satisfying (3.2) by Lemma 3.2 and 

our assumptions.

Case 1. In case of {p±, P2, p^} = (pi, 2pi, 3pi}, it follows that 
앴 = 51, P2 -Pl, P3 -P2)U(2pi, 02, P3-Pl}U{pi +02, p3}u (pi + 

P3, 2p2)U {p2 +P3) U {203}. Applying (2.3), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7) for 

the subclasses (pi, p2 - Pi, P3 — P2} and (2pi, p2, P3 ~Pi} of 앴, we 

obtain

厶31 = A31 = 0, D3i = £>31 = 0,

厶21 =厶21 = 0, Z)21 = D21 = 0,

Mi = M\ = 0.

Substituting Lemma 3.4, we get(町=赁=0. It contradicts.

Case 2. In case of (pi, P2, ^3} = {px, 2pi, 4pi}, it follows that 
须={勿，P2-Pl}U{2pi, 02, P3-P2)u(pi+P2, P3-Pl}U(p3, 2p2}U 

(pi +P3} U (P2 +03} U {203}. From Lemma 3.1(1), we get

厶31 =龙31 = 0, £>31 = D31 = 0,

A21 = A21 = 0, D21 = D21 = 0,

Mi = Mi = 0.

Hence, Lemma 3.4 leads to a contradiction.

Case 3. In case of {pi, p2, P3)= {pi, 3pi, 5pi), 있 = {pi} U 
{201, P2 一 Pi, P3 -彻} U {p2} U {pi + p2, P3 一 Pi} U {p3} U (pi + 

P3, 2p2) U {02+03} U (2p3}. Applying (2.3), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7) for 

the subclasses (2pi, P2 — Pi, P3 — P2)of 21, we obtain

厶31 = A3i = 0, D31 = D31 — 0,

厶21 = = 0, D21 — = 0,

厶11 = -^11 = 0.
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Therefore, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 lead to a contradiction.

Case 4. Let {pi, p2, p3}丰{pi, 2pi, 3px), (pi, 2衍，4pi} or 

(pi, 3pi, 5pi}. In this case, each subset 있冗 of 21 consists of at most 

two elements. Hence, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 lead to a contradiction by 

Lemma<3.1(l).

Summarizing all cases, we complete the proof of this theorem.

From Theorem 3.1, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.1. There exists no 3-type closed curve 了(s) on Jf4(—c2) 

satisfying < ao,阮〉=V 四),飯 >=0 and < %,例 >=< ^3, &2 >= 0.

Next, we get the following

ThbOrkm 3.2. There exists no 3-type closed curve with 眞施彘辺方 

curvature on Jf4(—c2).

Proof. In this case, each subset 2ln of 21 consists of at most three 

elements. Hence, by Lemmas 3.1(1) and 3.2, {ao» @2, &2, M} is a

basis of E\ This implies a contradiction by Lemma 3.4.

Theorem 3.3. There exists no 4-type closed curve with constant 

curvature on H4(—c2) satisfying £)43 = D43 = 0.

Proof. Assume the existence of the 4-type closed curve

4

7(s) =a0 + cos (pts) +btsin(p£s)}

t=i

satisfying the conditions. Let 으・ be the subclass consisting of all el

ements in 21 to be equal to Then the number of elements in 였3 

(and 있4) is less than or equal to three. Hence, from Lemma 3.1, we 

obtain =財4 = 0, = M3 = 0 and A43 = A43 = 0. Thus

(00,^3, &3? ^4, &4} is a basis of Ef satisfying (3.2) by Lemma 3.2 and 

our assumptions.
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Case 1. Let (pi, P3, P4) = (pi, 2pi, 3pi, 4pi}, it follows that 

애 = {01, P2 - Pl, P3 一 P2, P4 一 P3)U {2pi, p2, P3 一 Pl, 但4 一 P2)U 

{03, Pl + P2, 04 — Pl} U 切4,如2, Pl + P3)U {Pl + P4, P2 + P3)U 

{2p3, P2 +P4)u (P4 + P3)u {2由}. Applying (2.3), (2.4), (2.8), (2.9) 

and Lemma 3.3 for the subclasses {#2, 2pi,班一P3 — Pi} and 

(pi, P4 一 03, P3 - P2, P2 一 卩고} of 앴, we obtain

厶41 = 041 = 0, Z)4i = D41 = 0,

厶31 =人31 = 0, -C>31 = D31 = 0,

Mi = Mx = 0.

Hence, Lemma 3.4 leads to a contradiction.

Case 2・ In case of {pn 网，P3, P4)尹(pi, 2p15 3pi, 4pi}, Let 

级; be th으 subclass ©ai应対iaigqf—alL삺Rise프ts一 in 必/ to be equal to pt. 

Then the number |앴;| of elements in 21； is less than or equal to three. 

Furthermore, |앴4,_打 W 3 and 3, where 겄4,_i is the sub시ass

of 2tz containing P4 — pi. From Lemma 3.1(1), we get

^4-41 — w441 = 0, ”41 = ”4 고 = 0,

厶31 = ^31 = 0, £>31 = -D31 = 0,

Mx = Mr = 0.

Hence, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 lead to a contradiction.

Summarizing above two cases, we complete the proof of this theo

rem.

From Theorem 3.3, we have also the following two corollaries.

Corollary 3.2. There exists no 4-type closed curve with constant 

curvature on H4(—c2) satisfying < 04,03〉=V(也,毎〉=0.

Corollary 3.3. There exists no 4-type closed curve 7(5) on H4(—c2) 

satisfying < 7^(5), W)(s) > is constant (Z = 2,3).
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Theorem 3.4. There exists no 5-type closed curve 7(5) on 丑4(_。으) 

with D54 = _D54 = 0 satisfying < *)($) > is constant (I =

2,3).

Proof. Assume the existence of the 5-type closed curve

5

7(s) = ao + £：{% cos(pts) + bt sin (pts)} 

t=l

satisfying our conditions. In this case, {^。，啊,饥工& 如} is a basis of 

Ef satisfying (3.2).

Case 1. Let (pi, p2,物，P4, P5} = {Pi,細，3pi,饥，5px}, it 
follows that 었 = {pi, 02-01, P3-P2, 04-03, 05一04}U{2pi, P2, P3~ 

Pn P4-P2, P5~P3}^{P3, Pl +P2, 04-01，05-@2}U{?4, 2p2, Pl + 

P3, 0矿如，01十P4, P2-bP3}u{2p3, Pr十25, 02+^4}u{p?+M,啊+ 

04}U{2?4, P3 +P5}u{p5 +p4}u{2p5}. Applying (2.3), (2.4), (2.8), (2.9), 

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 for the subclasses {例, 2pi, P3—pi, ?서一卩2, P5 —P3} 

of 0, we obtain

厶52 =人52 = 0, £>52 = D52 = 0,

厶42 =瓦2 = 0, £)42 = D42 = 0,

A22 = A22 = 0.

Hence, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 lead to a contradiction.

Case 2. In case of (px)p2,代，P4, Ps} / (Pi, 2pn 細,4pi, 5pi), 
let 앴: be the sub시ass consisting of all elements in 앴' to be equal to 

Pt- Then the number of elements in 앴; is less than or equal to four. 

Hence, Lemma 3.4 leads to a contradiction by Lemma 3.1.

Finally, we have also the following corollary.

Corollary 3 4. There exists no 5-type closed curve 7(5) on JT4(—c2) 

satisfying <，서)(s), W)(s) > is constant (Z = 2,3,4).
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